Computer vision researchers have recently proposed several local descriptor schemes. Due to lack of database support, however, these descriptors have only been evaluated using small image collections. Recently, we have developed the PvS-framework, which allows efficient querying of large local descriptor collections. In this paper, we use the PvSframework to study the scalability of local image descriptors. We propose a new local descriptor scheme and compare it to three other well known schemes. Using a collection of almost thirty thousand images, we show that the new scheme gives the best results in almost all cases. We then give two stop rules to reduce query processing time and show that in many cases only a few query descriptors must be processed to find matching images. Finally, we test our descriptors on a collection of over three hundred thousand images, resulting in over 200 million local descriptors, and show that even at such a large scale the results are still of high quality, with no change in query processing time.
INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of digital media and online access, multimedia retrieval and image retrieval, in particular, is growing in importance. The computer vision community has recently started a trend towards advanced image description Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. schemes using local descriptors (e.g., see [7, 1, 15, 11] ). The applications of local descriptor schemes include face recognition, shape recognition and image copyright protection [3, 12] . With these schemes, each image yields many descriptors (several hundreds for high-quality images), where each descriptor describes a small "local" area of the image. Two images are typically considered similar when many of their descriptors are found to be similar.
All of these approaches, however, have only been studied and compared at a small scale. In [15] , 112 images were used, resulting in about 150 thousand local descriptors, while in [11] , only 20 images were used. A performance evaluation of state-of-the-art local descriptor schemes was presented in [16] . In that study, the SIFT descriptors of [15] obtained the best results. Unfortunately, the measurements only consisted of comparing the original query image with images of the same subjects, taken from different perspectives, which makes it hard to predict how they will perform with collections of tens of thousands of images or more.
There are three primary issues associated with scalability of image descriptors.
• First, it is key to answer queries efficiently, even with very large image (and descriptor) collections. This issue demands efficient database support techniques.
• Second, it is necessary to ensure effectiveness; that queries return useful results from very large collections. Note that studying effectiveness at a large scale requires first having efficient database support.
• Finally, the descriptors must be created efficiently, in particular in a high-throughput environment.
This paper addresses all three issues.
Scalable Database Support
Up until recently, scalable database support for local descriptors has been sorely lacking [1] . Two approaches specifically geared to local descriptor retrieval were proposed in [2] and [12] . The retrieval scheme proposed in [2] was based on pre-clustering the data and running approximate nearest neighbor queries, while the scheme proposed in [12] was based on locality sensitive hashing. Neither approach has been shown (nor is likely) to scale to very large collections.
As far as we know, only two approaches achieve efficient query processing for large collections of local descriptors. In [10] , a system is proposed to verify, in real time, whether a video broadcast on TV comes from a reference collection containing over 40,000 hours of video. It uses a smart encoding of local descriptors together with a statistical similarity search which uses a Hilbert space filling curve. The processing time is sublinear in collection size for reasonable collection sizes (albeit with an asymptotic linear behavior).
The second scheme that achieves efficient query processing is the PvS-framework [13] . This framework consists of two key parts. First, it transforms costly nearest neighbor searches in multi-dimensional space into efficient unidimensional B + -tree accesses using a combination of projections of vectors to random lines and segmentation of the projected space. Second, descriptor distance is computed efficiently using median rank distance [6] , which approximates the expensive Euclidean distance function. The PvSframework has been designed to return high-quality search results in a time which is dependent only on the number of query descriptors. With the PvS-framework, computer vision researchers can analyze the quality of their local descriptors at a large scale; this paper describes such a study.
Contributions of the Paper
We have compared three major local descriptor schemes, namely the SIFT [15] , the PCA-SIFT [11] , and the RDTQ descriptors [1] . While we observed that PCA-SIFT and SIFT descriptors give good and similar results, we saw that in some cases they missed opportunities for matches, in particular in the context of very large image collections. Furthermore, we felt that the descriptor creation could be made more efficient, which is very important in high-throughput applications. To address both problems, we propose in this paper a new local descriptor scheme of the SIFT family. This scheme is called Eff 2 as these descriptors are computed Eff iciently and yield Eff ective search results.
We then perform a detailed comparison of these four local descriptor schemes using a collection of almost thirty thousand images, focusing on the quality of the results. The comparison shows that our new scheme performs the best in almost all cases. In some cases it detects heavily modified images that the other schemes fail to recognize. We also study the likelihood of false positives and determine that our new scheme performs best on that metric also.
With the PvS-framework, query processing time is fixed per query descriptor. Therefore, one way to reduce the query time is to allow the search to stop before all query descriptors have been processed. We propose two stop rules and show that in many cases as few as ten query descriptors must be processed in order to obtain answers of high quality. As before, our new descriptor scheme performs best.
Finally, we apply our new local descriptor scheme to an image collection of over three hundred thousand images, resulting in over 200 million 72-dimensional descriptors. We show that even at such a large scale, high quality results are returned, with no increase in query processing time.
Overview of the Paper
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the PvS-framework. Section 3 briefly reviews the three local descriptor schemes used in this study and then describes our Eff 2 descriptors. Section 4 describes the stop rules for early termination of query processing. Section 5 presents our experimental setup and Section 6 the performance results. Finally, Section 7 concludes and gives open issues.
THE PvS-FRAMEWORK
The PvS-framework is a novel multi-dimensional indexing scheme specifically geared to local descriptor retrieval. It provides efficient and scalable database support for local descriptors. The PvS-framework borrows heavily from the OMEDRANK approach, which is described in Section 2.1. The PvS-framework, however, overcomes severe limitations of OMEDRANK as explained in Section 2.2.
OMEDRANK
With OMEDRANK, Fagin et al. proposed an approach for efficiently evaluating single descriptor nearest-neighbor queries in high-dimensional collections [6] . Offline, that approach first creates a set of empty B + -trees. In addition, it associates to each B + -tree a line that randomly crosses the multi-dimensional space. Each descriptor of the collection is then projected onto each of the random lines. For one particular random line, a pair containing the identifier of the descriptor and the value of that descriptor along the random line is inserted into the appropriate B + -tree. Each B + -tree keeps pairs ordered by increasing projected values. At search time, the query descriptor is first projected onto each of the random lines. Each B + -tree is then probed with the appropriate projected value to find a starting point for the query. Next, two cursors are started for each index, respectively reading successively lower and higher values. The cursors are used in a round-robin fashion, to simultaneously traverse all B + -trees and retrieve descriptor identifiers. The algorithm keeps track of how often each descriptor is encountered, while the cursors are moved. When a particular descriptor has been seen in more than half of the B + -trees, it is returned as the nearest neighbor. Processing then continues, until the k nearest neighbors have been returned. Overall, each random line gives a ranking of the database descriptors with respect to the query descriptor, and these rankings are aggregated to get the nearest neighbors.
The analysis in [13] demonstrated that applying OMED-RANK directly to a large set of local descriptors is very inefficient, both in terms of response time and quality of the search results. At large scale, random projections introduce a significant level of noise as many descriptors that are far apart in the space have near ranks on some lines; furthermore, vectors near in space tend to have distant ranks as they get separated by other vectors far in space. When indexing a large set of vectors (several millions), results of high quality can only be returned by OMEDRANK by using many random lines (many B + -trees) for projections. Aggregating ranks and cross-analyzing evidences found on numerous lines counter-balances the noise-like effect of projections, restoring quality. The cost of probing each B + -tree and then aggregating the results, however, becomes prohibitive. The only way to reduce the cost of executing OMEDRANK is to reduce the number of B + -trees that are created, which, in turn, dramatically degrades the result quality as in most cases none of the vectors returned by the search are actual neighbors of the query point.
Overview of the PvS-Framework
We designed the PvS-framework to overcome the problems observed with OMEDRANK when used with large collections of local descriptors. By replacing each B + -tree used by OMEDRANK with a PvS-index, results of good quality are obtained with excellent performance. As for OMED-RANK, the PvS-framework uses random projections to build the PvS-indices. The creation of one PvS-index differs, however, because it combines multiple levels of random projections of the descriptors with multiple levels of data segmentation. Querying a PvS-index returns the identifiers and the ranks of some descriptors from the database; those ranks are then aggregated with the results from other PvS-indices using the OMEDRANK approach.
The PvS-framework has been designed to return approximate k-neighbors of high quality using only a single I/O operation per PvS-index. We achieve this goal by 1) using many different random lines for projections to build a single PvS-index, 2) segmenting the data space along those lines until each segment can be fetched in one I/O, and 3) introducing redundancy into the index to increase the likelihood of finding the correct results.
The creation of one particular PvS-index is detailed in the next section. As for the B + -trees used in Fagin's approach, one PvS-index cannot be used in isolation; several PvS-indices must be created to support the rank aggregation algorithm of [6] . Therefore, the process detailed next must be repeated for each PvS-index. 
Creating One PvS-Index
The creation of a single PvS-index is done using a repeated combination of projecting and segmenting the high-dimensional descriptors. Initially, all descriptors of the collection are considered to be part of a single temporary segment. Then, the descriptors are projected onto one random line (as for OMEDRANK). The descriptors are then segmented based on the value of their projection to this line into a set of new temporary sub-segments of identical cardinality.
This process of projecting and segmenting is repeated for all the new temporary segments (of decreasing cardinality), using a new random line at each level. The process stops when the number of descriptors in a temporary segment drops below a limit, designed to be disk I/O friendly. When this limit is reached, the descriptors in the temporary segment are projected again to a new line and the descriptor identifiers are written into a B + -tree on disk according to the rank of their projected value. The intermediate nodes of the PvS-index keep track of the lines used for projection, the cut-points along lines, and pointers to sub-nodes or leaves. Only leaves contain references to descriptors. The nodes of the PvS-index form a balanced tree.
One thing is worth noting here. Repeatedly projecting and segmenting descriptors tends to keep in a single segment the descriptors that are close in the feature space, thereby producing high quality results at query time, even at a very large scale. To further improve result quality, however, we introduce redundancy by allowing the segments to overlap, thus making sure that near neighbors are likely to be together in at least one segment. Figure 1 illustrates the data structure of a single PvSindex. In the figure, a "P" is a pointer to the random line to project to (each "P" indicates a different random line). In the nodes, the flat lines represent the random lines, while the marks on the flat lines indicate the cut-points which guide the index creation and search. The overlapping segments are shown above and below the lines, each pointing to a 1 In [13] , using only three PvS-indices was sufficient to obtain search results of high quality with short response times; this setting is used in Section 5. sub-node or a leaf. The PvS-index in Figure 1 is said to have two levels with a [3, 5] segmenting strategy, yielding 3 × 5 = 15 final segments stored on disk. Each final segment is organized as a B + -tree and contains a fixed number of descriptor identifiers. Note that the PvS-framework is a static approach.
PvS-Framework Search
As mentioned above, several PvS-indices must be created before allowing searches. These indices have strictly identical structure, but each uses different random lines, resulting in different cut-points and segments containing different vectors. Figure 2 shows a complete PvS-framework made of three PvS-indices, each having two levels.
As for OMEDRANK, the PvS-indices created to index a particular collection are probed simultaneously. During the processing of one query descriptor, each PvS-index is traversed as follows. At each level of the index, the query descriptor is projected to the line associated with the current node. Using the cut-points for that level, the search is then directed to the appropriate sub-level. This process of projection and choosing the right sub-level is repeated until the search reaches a leaf segment.
The leaf segment (which is a B + -tree) is fetched into memory for all indices. Then, as for OMEDRANK, cursors are initialized and moved inside each B + -tree retrieving descriptor identifiers until the aggregation of their ranks has returned the k nearest neighbors of the query point.
For each query descriptor, the processing time is only dependent on the number of PvS-indices searched because the PvS-framework requires a single disk read per index (CPU cost is negligible). Response time is therefore independent of the size of the indexed collection. Guaranteeing effectiveness when searching a very large collection is clearly crucial; the results of [13] show that large collections must be segmented and projected enough to provide high-quality results.
LOCAL DESCRIPTORS
In this section, we first briefly describe the three state-ofthe-art local descriptor schemes used in this paper. We then discuss scalability issues in Section 3.2 and present our new Eff 2 descriptors in Section 3.3.
Background
Local descriptors are typically computed on small areas of images in a two step process. The first step identifies points of interest in the image and the second step computes the values of the descriptors using the characteristics of the signal around each point of interest. Local descriptor schemes differ in the way points of interest are determined, in the number of points subsequently used and in the way the image signal is manipulated to compute each local descriptor. Overall, local descriptor schemes handle rotations, translations of objects in images, changes in color and to some extent compression and scale changes. See [16] for a comparison of several schemes and their invariance properties.
In this paper, we evaluate the recognition performance of three state-of-the-art local descriptor schemes, namely the RDTQ, the SIFT and the PCA-SIFT schemes. The RDTQ scheme by Amsaleg and Gros [1] uses the seminal corner and edge detector by Harris and Stephens [9] and generates vectors of 24 dimensions. Local descriptors are then computed around the points of interest by convoluting the local signal with a Gaussian and by using derivatives up to the third order. The SIFT descriptors by Lowe [15, 4] use the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) interest point detector which better handles significant changes in the scale of images (see [5, 14, 19] ). The SIFT descriptors then encode the image gradients and their orientations around the points into a 128-dimensional histogram. The PCA-SIFT descriptors [11, 12] simply apply PCA on Lowe's SIFT descriptors, reducing their dimensionality to 36.
Scalability Issues
We obtained access to two programs to generate SIFT descriptors for our experiments. The original binary code by Lowe [15] creates a large number of 128-dimensional descriptors per image (unfortunately, the source code is not available). We did, however, have access to the source-code of version 2.2 by Nowozin 2 , which created fewer descriptors, with a choice of 36, 72, and 128 dimensions.
As mentioned in the introduction, the primary issues associated with scalability of image descriptors are efficiency of query processing, effectiveness of the search and efficiency of the descriptor creation. We now address the problems and opportunities associated with these issues.
Efficiency of the Search:
While the query performance of the PvS-framework is only dependent on the number of query descriptors, the index creation time is dependent on both the size and dimensionality of the descriptor collection. The original SIFT implementation creates on average over 1,200 descriptors for our images, and for some rescaled query images it creates more than 9,000 descriptors. With so many query descriptors, query processing takes a significant time. We then observed that despite Nowozin's implementation creating fewer descriptors, it actually gave better results in many cases. Furthermore, we observed that while there was a large difference in 2 See http://user.cs.tu-berlin.de/˜nowozin/autopano-sift. the result quality between 36 and 72 dimensions, using Nowozin's descriptors, the quality was not improved much when going to 128 dimensions. For these reasons, we decided to restrict the dimensionality of our proposed descriptors to 72 dimensions and to also restrict the number of descriptors that were generated. In particular we do not consider creating descriptors from an "up-scaled" image octave (rescaled to twice the size of the original image) as this image octave yields many low-level descriptors; this method was also used by Nowozin to reduce the number of descriptors compared to SIFT.
Effectiveness of the Search:
Aside from the dimensionality issues described above, we also observed that in some cases corresponding descriptors of slightly modified images were quite distant from the original descriptors in the high-dimensional space. With the limited image collection of [15] , these distant descriptors were still found as matches. With a very large collection, however, it is likely that many unrelated descriptors fall between the two descriptors, causing the votes to be lost. Furthermore, due to the segmentations of the PvS-indices, the two descriptors may fall in different segments, again causing the votes to be lost. We therefore studied closely the effects of image modifications and attempted to limit the distance between modified descriptors such that they are more likely than not to fall within the same segment in the PvS-indices.
Efficiency of the Descriptor Creation:
When querying for images in a high-throughput application, descriptor creation may become a bottleneck. In the creation of our descriptors, we attempted to code the creation process as efficiently as possible, e.g., by using lookup-tables for difficult computations when possible. Additionally, by not considering the "up-scaled" image octave, many descriptor computations are saved.
The Eff 2 Descriptors
In this section we describe the creation of the Eff 2 descriptors. The pseudo-code in Figure 3 describes the order in which the descriptors are created, and the rule used to limit the number of descriptors. As the figure shows, the descriptors are created in the order from high-level descriptors to low-level descriptors. In the following, we describe in more detail the interest point detection and the descriptor creation, which are at the heart of Figure 3. 
Interest Point Detection
As with the SIFT descriptors, the interest points are detected using Difference of Gaussians over different scales. In order to detect the local maxima and minima each sample point is compared to its eight neighbors in the current DoG scale and nine neighbors in the scales above and below it.
Finding DoG maxima at very high scales is difficult since strongly rescaled images have low contour information, as if they were strongly smoothed. The lower scales of an image tend to generate almost all the interest points, leaving only few interest points at high scales, which precludes any robust handling of strong rescalings. Several normalization methods have been proposed to address this issue (e.g., see [17] ). We used for our Eff 2 descriptors a trick which, in a certain way, reinforces the contrast of images at higher DoG scales. We applied increasing gamma correction to the DoG as the scales increase. paper we used a parameter of 2 − (0.87) n where n is the scale of the Difference of Gaussians; further experiments are needed to better understand the effect of tweaking gamma and whether direct contrast enhancements are of interest.
For exact "inter-pixel" localization of keypoints, we used Brown's Taylor approximation method [4] . Afterwards we applied the basic edge and low contrast filters proposed in [15] . Two comments are in order here. First, the edge filter applied here only detects horizontal and vertical edges; after the descriptor is created we apply a much stronger edge filter which can handle any orientation of the edges. Second, for the contrast filtering we use a variable threshold parameter which decreases with decreasing octave size, as smaller octaves are likely to have lower contrast. Again, this is done to increase the number of high-level descriptors created.
Descriptor Creation
Once an interest point is found, we must now create a descriptor. As done in [15] we assign to each keypoint the dominant gradient orientation using the gradient magnitudes and orientations of the surrounding pixels. We have observed, however, that it is beneficial to reduce the influence of high gradient magnitudes for making the descriptors robust against brightness and contrast changes. This is achieved by using the fourth root of the gradient magnitude wherever the gradient magnitude was previously used.
For the encoding of the descriptors we use a 3 × 3 grid around the point, rotated with the dominating gradient orientation. Each of the cells contains 8 orientation buckets, resulting in 3 × 3 × 8 = 72 dimensions in total. This structure is the same as for 72-dimensional SIFT descriptors. The radius of pixels considered for the descriptor computation, however, is calculated differently using the formula 6 × 1.2 n where n is the scale of the Difference of Gaussians. The motivation for this exponential increase of the radius is that the Gaussian blur is aggregating the visual contents of an increasingly larger area at higher scales. We compensate for this aggregation by increasing the area by 20% at each scale.
Since the extrema in the Difference of Gaussians of a keypoint can be either local maxima or local minima, and we wish to distinguish between the two, we multiply the resulting descriptor vector by -1 in the case of local minima.
The edge filtering proposed in [15] has the disadvantage that it only filters vertical and horizontal edges, but not slanted edges. We argue that all lines should be filtered out, as lines appear in very many images and have little information content (similar to common words in information retrieval). Fortunately, detecting lines in a 72 dimensional descriptor is easy, since the descriptor has already been rotated to match the strongest gradient orientation. This means that for straight lines the first orientation bucket in each grid cell has by far the highest value. By summing all these first buckets and comparing with the sum of the other 63 buckets, edges can be filtered out. Similar steps are taken to eliminate bright spots, such as spotlights and raindrops, as these also have little information content.
When comparing matching descriptors from a modified image to the original descriptors, we found that the linear interpolation used for assignment of gradients to orientation bins is not accurate enough. In order to reduce the error we perform a smoothing filter onto the eight orientations, where we assign to each bin the value (left + 2 × current + right)/4.
We then normalize the descriptor to the unit length. In order to reduce the effects of dimensions with high values, any value higher than 0.25 is reduced to 0.25. This is also used in [15] , albeit to 0.20 due to the higher dimensionality of the descriptors. The descriptor is then normalized again to the unit length, and output.
Discussion
As we have pointed out, the Eff 2 descriptors borrow heavily from the SIFT methodology proposed by Lowe [15] . We have constructed them, however, with an aim for extreme scalability by restricting the number of descriptors, focusing the efforts on high-level descriptors and by studying the location of descriptors and adjusting parameters such that corresponding descriptors are likely to land in the same segment in PvS-indices. As our performance results show, our efforts have been rewarded, since in most cases they perform significantly better than the SIFT descriptors.
STOPPING RULES
In our experiments, we have observed that images that match a query image well typically receive tens or hundreds of votes. Two unrelated images, on the other hand, may have a few random descriptors in common among the hundreds of descriptors created, but these random votes are generally few and far between. Since the query processing time with the PvS-framework is solely dependent on the number of query descriptors processed, in this section we consider stopping as soon as the search is either confident that a match has been found or that no match is likely to be found with further processing.
Assuming that there is no matching image in the collection, any descriptor is equally likely to be returned as a neighbor to a specific query descriptor. Thus, the probability of any descriptor from a particular image matching the query descriptor is p = k/n, where k is the number of nearest neighbors returned and n is the number of images in the collection. The likelihood that this particular image gets more than x votes after evaluating m query descriptors then follows the binomial distribution Binm,p(x). As a result, the probability that any image gets more than x votes by coincidence is given with the following formula:
By choosing a fixed probability value P for the likelihood P (max(X1..Xn) > x) we can, for a given m, calculate xm, which is the number of votes that an image must have such that the odds of the image being a random image are equal to P . When considering intermediate (or final) results, this method is used to determine which images are highly likely to be matches, which images are highly unlikely to be matches, and which images fall somewhere between the two. Consider Figure 4 , which demonstrates the processing of a fictional query image with 1,000 query descriptors against the collection used in most of our experiments. The figure shows two lines which divide the figure into three distinct parts. The upper line corresponds to a likelihood of P = 1/1, 000, 000, 000 that an image is a random image; any image scoring above the line will be considered a match to the query image. The lower line corresponds to a likelihood of P = 1/20; any image scoring below this line will be considered not to be a match. Images scoring between the two lines are called "undecided".
To give an example of this classification, an image that has received its tenth vote after processing 100 query descriptors will be considered a match. If, however, the tenth vote is seen after processing 500 descriptors, it is considered undecided. Finally, if the tenth vote is seen only after processing 900 descriptors, the image is not considered a match.
Furthermore, Figure 4 has two "×" marks that are notable as they signal the application of two distinct stopping rules.
Stop Rule 1 (Matches Found):
The first mark, on the upper line, indicates that this stop rule starts considering intermediate results when 8 query descriptors have been processed. After that, whenever a situation arises where (at least) one image is considered a match, and no other images are undecided (i.e., all other images are decidedly non-matches), query processing is terminated and the results returned.
Stop Rule 2 (No Matches Found):
The second mark, on the lower line, indicates that this stop rule starts considering the possibility of not finding any matches when 100 query descriptors have been processed. After that, whenever a situation arises where all images are considered non-matches, query processing is terminated and the results returned, indicating a failure to find a match.
As long as any images are labeled undecided, further processing is required to determine whether they are a match or not. Note that if processing continues until all query descriptors have been considered, the images that pass the upper line are considered to match the query image; all other images are considered non-matches. We use this method, in fact, to determine the result quality in our experiments. While applying the stop rules may obviously improve performance, it may also potentially affect the result quality.
On one hand, Stop Rule 1 may generate false positives. This possibility arises when a random image generates, by chance, a number of its votes early in the search. As the preceding discussion points out, however, we take two precautions in order to avoid this possibility. First, we require a very low threshold of P = 1/1, 000, 000, 000, which means that matching images are extremely likely to be at least partially similar to the query image. Second, we take care not to apply this rule until at least eight query descriptors have been processed, as before that time one or two random votes might trigger a false positive.
Stop Rule 2, on the other hand, may generate misses, when for some reason most of the votes are accumulated late in the query processing. As the description of Stop Rule 2 points out, however, we also take two precautions in order to avoid misses. First, we require only a threshold of P = 1/20 to make images undecided, which means that only images that have very low scores are ruled out entirely. Second, we take care to apply this rule conservatively, typically once 100 query descriptors have been processed.
To summarize, the two stop rules are used to determine when a) a matching image is most likely found, or b) no matching image is likely to be found at all. While neither of these conditions is determined, processing continues. The stop rules are first and foremost a performance issue, trading improved query performance for potentially weaker results. Both rules, however, have two parameters (the probability threshold and the starting point) that can be used to make them stronger or weaker as applications require.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All experiments were run using the PvS-framework [13] . This section describes the images and descriptors used in our experiments, as well as the performance metrics used to analyze the results. Different workloads were used for different experiments; the workloads are therefore described along with the experimental results.
Images and Descriptors
We used two image collections consisting of high-quality news photos of varied content. The smaller collection contained 29,277 images, while the larger collection contained 316,545 images (including the smaller collection).
Each descriptor collection was produced by first resizing each image such that its larger edge was 512 pixels and then calculating the local descriptors. Table 1 shows the descriptor collections created for our experiments. As the table shows, we compared four different local descriptor schemes of various dimensionalities including our Eff 2 descriptors. The table furthermore shows that the SIFT and PCA-SIFT schemes create many more descriptors than the other two schemes, and that the creation of the Eff 2 descriptors is the most efficient, requiring only 1.5 seconds per image, compared to 2.8 seconds for SIFT descriptors. We did not measure the creation time of RDTQ descriptors.
We created three PvS-indices for each descriptor collection. For each query descriptor we searched for 30 nearest neighbors (as done in [1] ), requiring a descriptor to be found in two of the three indices to be returned as a neighbor. In each case we set the segment size of the PvS-indices to 128 KB and created four-level PvS-indices (except for the large collection, which is described in Section 6.4). Since the segmentation of the PvS-indices is dependent on the num- ber of descriptors extracted from the image collection, we adopted the segmentation strategy accordingly, as shown in Table 1 . The table also shows the size of the indices; creating each setup of three indices took 2 to 6 hours.
Performance Metrics
The experiments were run on DELL PowerEdge 1850 computers, each having two 3GHz Intel Pentium 4 processors, 2GB of DDR2-memory, 1MB CPU cache, and two (or more) 140GB 10Krpm SCSI disks. The machines were running Gentoo Linux (2.6.7 kernel) and the ReiserFS file system. We found that query processing performance depends solely on the number of query descriptors; our server is able to process more than 20 query descriptors per second. Although SIFT and PCA-SIFT are already at a disadvantage due to higher number of descriptors, we have chosen to focus instead on result quality in our analysis.
We have studied several metrics to measure the effectiveness of the descriptor schemes; the primary metrics used in our presentation follow. We use the method presented in Section 4 to determine the (possibly empty) result set for each query and then consider the top image from this set. For queries using image modifications, it is considered a miss when the original image is not the top image in the result set. When a miss occurs (or if there is no matching image in the collection) the query returns a false positive if any image is found in the result set. Both metrics should preferably be zero. Finally, when querying for modified images, we also studied the descriptor ratio, which is the percentage of query descriptors which yield a vote for the original image.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present the main results from our detailed performance experiments. In the first experiment, we study an image copyright violation workload, where all query images are modifications of existing images. In the second experiment, we study a workload of images that do not have a match in the collection. In the third experiment, we consider the effects of early stopping on both workloads. In the fourth and final experiment, we consider the effects of scaling the descriptor collection by a factor of ten.
Experiment 1: Matching Images
For this experiment we randomly chose 109 different "original" images from the small collection. For each of these images, we used the StirMark benchmarking tool [18] , Version 4 to create 24 different modifications of these images. While StirMark generates over 100 different modifications, we chose to focus mostly on the most difficult ones (actually strengthening several of the distortions) in order to better test the descriptor schemes. Additionally we created two contrast modifications using the ImageMagick library. We thus created 109 × 26 = 2,834 different query images. Table 2 shows the complete listing of all image modifications. Table 2 also shows the retrieval quality of the four descriptor schemes, using four-level PvS-indices, in terms of misses and false positives (empty cells indicate no misses or false positives). As the table clearly shows, our proposed Eff 2 descriptors perform better than the other schemes, finding almost 99% of all query images. They fail to retrieve one and two images from the difficult CONV 4 and COTR 2 modifications, respectively. The most difficult modification, the CONV 5 embossing filter, is found for 80 of the 109 query images; in one case is a false positive returned instead.
The SIFT and PCA-SIFT descriptors both miss a few images from four new modifications (CONV 2, COTR 1, MEDIAN 9, and NOISE 5), about 80% of the CONV 4 modification, one-third of the COTR 2 modification, and all of the embossed images. Overall, the PCA-SIFT scheme shows slightly fewer misses and false positives.
Finally, Table 2 shows that the RDTQ descriptors, which were used in [13] , fail significantly for many of these modifications, producing both misses and false positives. Notable failures include the RESC 200 and RESC 75 modifications To present the result quality in more detail, Figure 5 shows the descriptor ratio of the four descriptor schemes for all the image modifications. As explained above, the descriptor ratio is the percentage of query image descriptors that yield a vote for the original image. As the figure shows, the Eff 2 descriptors return the highest proportion of votes for nearly all image modifications, followed by the SIFT and PCA-SIFT schemes, and finally the RDTQ descriptors.
A few exceptions from Figure 5 are worth noting. For the PSNR modification all descriptor schemes return very good results; this modification is easily handled as it does not change the visual content of the images. For the CONV 1 and CROP 75 modifications, the Eff 2 descriptors perform the worst of the four schemes. In both cases, however, they return votes for more than 50% of all query descriptors.
The relatively poor results for the CROP 75 modification can be explained by the fact that the descriptor extraction process of the Eff 2 descriptor scheme stops when the maximum threshold of 800 descriptors is reached. Therefore, when an image includes many low-level details, some of those details are skipped and not represented in the database. In contrast, because of its limited size, a cropped image generally yields fewer high-level descriptors, which means that more of the fine-grained details yield a descriptor. These detailed descriptors, however, have no match in the database.
The relatively poor results for the CONV 1 modification (low brightness) can be explained similarly. Because many interest points disappear in this modification, the Eff Descriptor Ratio
Eff SIFT PCA-SIFT RDTQ match in the database. The SIFT scheme, on the other hand, stores many low-level descriptors in the database and thus receives a higher score for both CONV 1 and CROP 75. Finally, Figure 5 shows that the RDTQ descriptors manage to beat the SIFT descriptors on a few modifications, but as already demonstrated in Table 2 they completely fail to retrieve original images for many other modifications.
Experiment 2: Non-Matching Images
For many applications, such as image copyright protection, it is important to have as few false positives as possible. For this reason, just over one thousand random query images were selected, that were not in the small collection.
All methods report a few false positives. Both the SIFT and PCA-SIFT descriptors return 12 false positives. In this workload, the RDTQ descriptors perform better, returning 8 false positives. The Eff 2 descriptors perform the best, as before, returning only 4 false positives, or for about 0.4% of all images. The primary reason for the poorer performance of the SIFT and PCA-SIFT schemes appears to be that these schemes produce many more descriptors, particularly low-level descriptors (recall that SIFT, e.g., had poor edge filtering), which generate more random matches.
Note that for a copyright protection application it is possible to post-process the potential matches (e.g., by examining the relative descriptor locations as done in [15] ) to practically eliminate false positives; it is beneficial, however, to require such post-processing for as few images as possible.
Experiment 3: Stop Rules
In this experiment we study the effects of stopping the query processing, using the method presented in Section 4, as soon as it is likely that a match has been found.
We consider first the workload from Experiment 1, where each query image corresponds to an image in the collection. Figure 6 shows how many descriptors the Eff 2 and SIFT descriptor schemes must process before the match is found. (The PCA-SIFT scheme generally requires slightly Query Descriptors more descriptors than the SIFT scheme, while the RDTQ descriptors perform poorly, even with full evaluation.) Note that the y-axis has a logarithmic scale, as many modifications require fewer than ten descriptors before the processing is stopped. Overall, about 70% fewer descriptors are required with the Eff 2 scheme than with the SIFT scheme. With the SIFT descriptors, five difficult modifications require processing of more than 100 descriptors; with the Eff 2 descriptors, only CONV 4 and CONV 5 require such extensive processing. Furthermore, with the Eff 2 descriptors, 19 modifications require fewer than 20 descriptors, and 8 modifications require fewer than 10 descriptors. Given that our modest server can search for more than 20 descriptors per second, these results mean that a match is usually found in less than a second for 19 out of 26 modifications.
As mentioned in Section 4, the number of misses is affected by Stop Rule 2. Table 3 shows the number of misses as the starting point for Stop Rule 2 is varied from the 200th query descriptor to the 30th query descriptor. Overall, the table shows that the Eff 2 descriptors perform much better than the SIFT desriptors, having only about one-third of the misses seen with the SIFT descriptors. Additionally, much fewer modifications have misses with the Eff 2 descriptors. Finally, the results show that when the rule is applied after the 100th query descriptor (after less than 5 seconds of processing in our system), only about 4% of all images are missed while SIFT misses more than 12% of all images. Recall, that in our experiments we include the most difficult image modifications of the StirMark benchmark, so these results are still of very high quality with this setting.
We now turn to the results for the workload from Experiment 2, where images have no match in the collection. When Stop Rule 2 is applied after 100 query descriptors have been processed, we see no change in the number of false positives for the Eff 2 and SIFT descriptors, which return 4 and 12 false positives, respectively, as before. Processing is terminated after 104 and 113 descriptors (on average) for the Eff 2 and SIFT descriptors, respectively.
Experiment 4: Scalability
In this final experiment we demonstrate the scalability of the Eff 2 descriptors with the PvS-framework, using the large collection which contains 316,545 images. With the Eff 2 descriptor scheme, these images yield in total 208,264,284 descriptors, or about 660 descriptors per image. We chose to use three five-level PvS-indices in an [15, 13, 13, 13, 13] configuration. A single index consumes about 56 GB of disk space and takes nearly 28 hours to construct. In total, therefore, the index creation took about three and a half day.
Consider first the workload of Experiment 1. As expected, the query time is unaffected by the size of the indices (it was actually reduced, as we needed to use two disks to fit all three indices). Figure 7 shows the descriptor ratio for the Eff 2 descriptors in both collections. As expected, fewer votes are returned with the larger collection, but in all cases the descriptor ratio is reduced by less than 20% of the query descriptors. The results are still of very high quality, as only about 90 images are missed (two-thirds from the CONV 5 modification), while 7 images are returned as false positives.
Turning to the workload of Experiment 2, which consisted of over 1,000 images that were not in the collection, we observed that only three images returned false positives.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have addressed scalability issues of local image descriptor retrieval. We have proposed a new local descriptor scheme of the SIFT family and compared it, using the recently proposed PvS-framework, to three other well known descriptor schemes. Using a collection of almost thirty thousand images, we have shown that the new descriptor scheme yields the best results. We have proposed two stop rules which improve the retrieval performance significantly. Finally, we have tested these new descriptors using a collection of over three hundred thousand images and shown that even at such a large scale the descriptors still yield results of high quality, with no changes in response time. To our knowledge, this is by far the largest local image descrip- tor collection ever studied; these results demonstrate well the extreme scalability of both our Eff 2 descriptors and the PvS-framework. Using the PvS-framework, researchers in computer vision will be able to study the quality of their advanced image descriptor schemes at a very large scale.
There are several interesting avenues for our future work on scalability of local descriptors. First, more experimentation is needed to fully understand the effect of some parameters (such as the normalization of the DoG scales) on the Eff 2 descriptors. Second, we wish to analyse the performance of new descriptors, such as the fast approximate SIFT descriptors [8] , which are also geared towards efficient descriptor creation; perhaps these techniques may be merged into our approach for even further performance improvements. Finally, with the stopping rules, a clever search algorithm could choose to process first those query descriptors whose segments are already stored in memory, opening opportunities for clever buffer management and prefetching strategies.
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